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Get out and stay out of your comfort zone. That’s where the magic happens. 

Dan Flynn and his social enterprise, Thankyou™, broke every rule of marketing, took on the biggest brands in the 
world – and won. Today, the company has category leaders in Coles and Woolworths while improving the lives of 
850,000+ people by donating all of its $6.2 million profits to date to fund water access, sanitation and hygiene 
projects. But its meteoric rise and unique trajectory has not been without speed bumps.  

At 19, Dan was surfing the net instead of studying project management and construction, when a horrific statistic 
caught his eye: 900 million people still don’t have access to clean water. Finding the topic more stimulating than 
concrete, he dived into the issue. “I read stories of kids aged four walking to collect water for their family – and then 
losing brothers and sisters to water-borne diseases. I thought: What if that was me?”  

As a side note, he also discovered that people who do have access clean drinking water spend $140B on bottled 
water. “I wondered: What if we could combine these two extremes: poverty and consumerism? What if all the 
profits from selling bottled water could be used to fund water projects?” 

Thankyou™ was born. A company with no investors, no funding (they needed a minimum of $250,000 to launch) no 
retail experience and three volunteer staff (Dan, his girlfriend, Justine and his best mate, Jarryd). “We actually 
Googled: How do you start a bottled water company?” recalls Dan. 

Armed with a compelling idea and a fabulous naivety about how the market worked (they just stuck a ‘TM’ after the 
word Thankyou!), Dan and his team persuaded a manufacturer to make their product with no upfront costs (unheard 
of), landed Australia’s biggest distributor (impossible for a start-up) and found a mentor who gifted them $20,000 
(lucky!). 

Then their luck ran out and the wheels fell off. The launch tanked. A quality assurance glitch meant every third label 
was unreadable, requiring a product recall (the kiss of death to any brand). At the re-launch, their distributor went 
into liquidation. At the re-re-launch, two major buyers said “No” before going out with their own bottled water 
ranges going to fund water projects… 

After some swearing (by Dan), the team took it on the chin: “We rationalised it: at least we pushed them to do 
something good. Let’s focus on other markets.” 

Three years in and the business still wasn’t paying any salaries. But finally, a national category manager committed to 
stock the Thankyou™ range. They were so close! But, just before the papers were signed, their contact was replaced 
by a new category manager who reneged on the deal.  

Dan says that, after three years of getting punched in the face, they stuck at it because of the ‘Why’. 

“When you know your ‘Why’, it changes everything. Your ‘Why’ doesn’t have to be a cause. Purpose also means 
family. Whatever it is for you, it’s the weight that keeps you bouncing back up again and again and again. Knowing 
why you do what you do is your biggest secret weapon.” 

The Thankyou™ team regrouped and refocused on their strengths: a powerful idea, a refusal to accept the 
impossible – and the guts to go for it. 



Impossibility is not a fact, it’s just someone’s opinion. 

You don’t need a big team to pull off the impossible 

To tip the scales before they pitched to 7-Eleven, the team launched this YouTube video asking consumers to upload 
their own videos to the 7-Eleven Facebook page pledging to buy Thankyou™ water if the retailer stocked it. The 
video went viral and thousands of creative consumers swamped 7-Eleven with video pledges. The play worked. 7-
Eleven said “Yes” and after just two weeks of being on shelf, Thankyou™ was outselling Evian and Cool Ridge. 

When, after five years, they still couldn’t get into the two big supermarkets, the Thankyou™ team returned to 
YouTube with another campaign. A couple of helicopter pilots even donated their time to fly the campaign message 
above their targets’ head offices. Again, the consumer response was phenomenal. Within hours of both meetings, 
Thankyou™ had national ranging agreements with Coles and Woolies.  The company’s hand wash went on to become 
No.1 in its category. 

We had the courage to do something no one had done before 

Now the business was working in Australia, to crowdfund the launch of Thankyou™ in New Zealand and beyond Dan 
and the team launched a book called Chapter One. The book is printed landscape, enabling it to immediately be the 
world’s best-selling landscape book – there wasn’t another one! It also gets a lot of cut through recognition on 
planes. 

The book is sold at a ‘pay-what-you-want’ price, with people paying from between $0.05 to $50,000 for a copy. One 
kid uses his money from doing chores to pay $20 per book, gifting them to people he thinks will appreciate the 
Thankyou™ idea. To date, he’s bought 18. In airport bookstores, Chapter One was second only to the Harry Potter 
launch. Dan says the big challenge was to get book retailers to cope with the pay-by-donation strategy. “What do 
you mean, it doesn’t have a barcode?” 

New York best sellers usually make around $50,000. Within two hours of this launch video, people had donated 
$360,000. Today, the book has raised more than $2.5 million – and counting! 

Dan’s advice 

• Choose remarkable. Think about what’s in your hand. Not just money, but passion, skills, resources or

connections. Because, using that to impact our world, that’s what we need.

• Never use a good cause to sell an average product.

• Anything is possible, but not everything.

• Not knowing is the greatest weapon in creativity.

• 85% of what you do, someone else can do. Most leaders don’t admit to that. 10% of what you do, someone

highly trained and skilled can do. Only 5% you can do. That includes having a relationship with your family,

maintaining your health, sleeping and exercising. Make sure what’s left is what you love – and what only you

can do.

What are you going to do today to get out of your comfort zone? 

Daniel Flynn is one of Australia’s most successful entrepreneurs under the age of 30. He is the founder and managing 
director of the social enterprise Thankyou™, which has given more than $6.2 million to help end global poverty.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKtuYaZPeEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsvzYq2melM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvtsOnc4z94
https://au.thankyou.co/pages/chapter-one
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yx44cXeKC7s
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-flynn-b0b5613b/?originalSubdomain=au
https://thankyou.co/



